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Abstract

For the past 13 years, I’ve been very fortunate to work as part of the Energy Management Department of Campus Facilities here at the University of Missouri. Once I started, I quickly realized that the enterprise or recharge concept worked very well for a utility service organization. As with most utility providers reliability was most important, but doing it efficiently was a philosophy I quickly embraced. At Energy Management, stewardship is one of our core values and it shows in all we do.

A key component to our success is our customer-centered utility billing and energy information system. From utility metering and data collection, to billing and energy conservation, data management and customer service are paramount. This comprehensive system has earned the confidence of the campus community and also helps our in-house staff to efficiently manage the utility supply to the Mizzou community.

In 2001, we finally became a fully metered utility. This was a significant accomplishment because we could now track, analyze, and manage all the energy use for Mizzou. However, it quickly became apparent that there was still a lot of work to be done. Billing adjustments, customer complaints driven by the lack of information, and inconsistent history were just some of the data management challenges we faced. We needed to develop a system that would meet the needs of our internal staff, as well as the needs of a very diverse customer base.

Our first task was to bring together internal stakeholders and our customers to listen and learn what tools were needed to effectively manage this energy data. Once we developed a plan, we utilized the talents of our existing staff to develop a data collection and software system enabling us to manage energy use for the entire campus. As you will see, this system goes beyond simple billing software. It is very customer-focused and has been very well received by the campus community.

The major components of this system are: utility meters, data collection systems, software, e-mail, web-based data distribution, and other communication tools, such as newsletters and periodic customer reports.

The benefits are numerous. Not only are we able to accurately report and track energy use, we can also identify energy waste and track the progress of our energy conservation efforts. Customers also enjoy being able to view their utility bills on-line and download historical energy data for their analysis.

Ongoing communication with the campus community and our customers was one of the last steps of this project. Distributing a monthly Energy Newsletter with the electronic utility bills is one of the ways we continually work to keep our customers informed regarding energy related issues. In summary, our customer-oriented utility billing system is just one way we can continue to help MU fulfill its mission of teaching and research.

I hope that the information in this paper can be used by other business officers as they, too, try to be the best stewards of their institution’s very precious and limited energy resources.
Introduction of the Organization

The University of Missouri-Columbia was founded in 1839 as the first public university west of the Mississippi River and the first state university in Thomas Jefferson's Louisiana Purchase territory. MU provides all the benefits of two universities in one — it's a major land-grant institution and the largest public research university in Missouri. Considered one of the nation's top-tier institutions, Mizzou has a reputation of excellence in teaching and research, and is the flagship campus of the four-campus system. Mizzou has a diverse enrollment with 28,000 students from every county in Missouri, every state in the nation and 100 countries.

Energy Management is a department within the division of Campus Facilities. Our mission is to “provide reliable and cost effective energy services to the University of Missouri”. We take seriously the value of being good stewards of the campus energy resources. In addition to stewardship, our core values include efficiency, innovation, excellence, relationships, safety and integrity. Energy Management provides utilities and related services needed by MU to fulfill its mission of teaching, research and service. We strive to provide these services at minimum cost to MU and have implemented many efficiency improvements and cost saving initiatives. A key element to the efficient supply of energy to the campus is MU’s cogeneration power plant. MU has had a central power plant since 1892.
Energy Management is a recharge operation, fully funded by billing for metered utility use and by direct recovery for other energy services provided. Energy Management’s utility rates are lower than outside utilities can offer, which was verified in the early 1990’s by a thorough outsourcing analysis. Ongoing market comparisons demonstrate this is still true today.

Energy Management supplies electric, chilled water, steam, and potable water utility services to more than 13 million gross square feet in 235 buildings. The campus General Operating Fund pays for utilities used in 7.7 million gross square feet of Educational and General space, which accounts for 61 percent of total campus billing. Campus auxiliary operations and non-MU users (Veterans Administration Hospital, Mid-Missouri Mental Health, and U.S. Department of Agriculture) account for the other 39 percent.
The Need for Customer-Centered Utility Billing & Energy Information

Metering utilities at the building level has been a priority since 1985 when Energy Management first became a recharge operation. With the completion of chilled water metering in 2001, we became a fully metered utility provider. Effectively utilizing all this data became a challenge both internally and for the campus community. Utility data had to be verified, tracked, accurately reported and effectively communicated to our customers. We identified several areas where improvement was needed:

- **Multiple Users in Facilities** – Utility billing in a university setting proved to be challenging. MU’s facilities are very complex and dynamic. Many buildings have multiple billing customers representing several colleges, divisions and/or departments, all of whom are responsible for their portion of the building’s energy bill. Off-the-shelf utility billing programs would require costly customization to handle the complexity of an institution like Mizzou.

- **Limited Customer Access to Utility Information** - We quickly learned that our customers had limited access to energy use and billing information. Numerous requests for utility information were difficult to manage and took significant staff time. All requests were handled on a first-come, first-served basis, with little consistency in format. More often than not, these inquiries resulted in time-consuming discussions and meetings that required additional staff time.
• **Unfamiliarity with Utility Budget Preparation** – Individual departments and divisions were not familiar with preparing utility budgets and would make incorrect assumptions regarding utility use resulting in budgetary concerns during the fiscal year. Users also had little or no understanding of how weather and energy-market fluctuations affected utility use and, therefore, their bill.

• **Inability to Analyze Energy Use** - Comparing energy use for different buildings was difficult due to the complexity of the buildings, transient customers, and shared spaces.

• **Excessive Time for Billing** - Preparing monthly utility bills was very time consuming. Each month staff prepared, addressed and distributed over 300 paper bills through campus mail.

• **Limited Historical Data** - Records of past energy use was only kept on paper making it difficult to assist with audit requests for past fiscal years.

• **Inaccurate Energy Projections** - Forecasting the energy use of new buildings was difficult and not based on other buildings of similar style and functions. The only option was to rely on engineering estimates that were sometimes inaccurate. This also made it difficult to accurately budget fuel use.

• **Managing Energy Waste** - It was also difficult to identify energy waste and track the results of our energy conservation efforts.
Design

The first step was to develop a list of requirements necessary to better manage utility and energy use data. This required input from both internal and external stakeholders. Suggestions were solicited from engineering and accounting units within Energy Management regarding historical data requirements, desired format, and query and reporting functionality. Next, we requested input from several of our customers, including Campus Dining Services and Residential Life, regarding their need for utility and energy information.

The decision to dedicate in-house resources to this project, in lieu of purchasing and customizing a “canned” billing package, was relatively easy. Standard, off-the-shelf, software could not effectively handle the number of commodities we recharge (steam, chilled water, electric, potable water), nor could they easily handle shared space, internal chiller plants and interface with our existing software systems. In addition to in-house provided utilities the new system needed to record services provided to campus by outside utility companies. These functionality requirements and cost estimates, which exceeded $400,000, led us to the decision to develop this system in house with our own staff.
Implementation

The new billing system was designed, developed and implemented without adding personnel. Due to the large number of duties assigned to our in-house computing staff, the development of the utility program took the better part of a year. During the development process several prototypes were tested to make sure the system performed as needed. The utility billing system was also designed to integrate meter information into our preventative maintenance and asset management system. Concurrently, new administrative controls were needed to ensure the accuracy of the utility data. Monthly billing meetings are now a routine occurrence. During these meetings representatives from each functional area -- steam, water, electric and chilled water -- review the current month utility data and compare it to historical use. These meetings catch metering problems before bills are calculated and sent to the customer. As a result of these meetings, customers are also contacted regarding their energy use anomalies. These inquiries eliminate the element of surprise when they receive their utility bills.

After the billing software was complete and functional, the next step was to develop the web-based component of the system. In this
module, customers log on using their campus ID and are able to query the accounts, meters, and buildings for which they are responsible, as well as download past utility bills and historical data directly to an Excel spreadsheet.

The graphics below depict several of the on-line screens available to our customers:
This component proved to be a very useful tool for the campus community, as the comments below attest.

“Thanks so much Steve. I was able to log on and look at our bills. Also, as we discussed by telephone, you said a key word here that drew me back to your original e-mail and helped explain what I was confused about. The word was “Actual,” I was comparing the wrong spreadsheet and now it all fits together much better! Further, thanks for the assistance in creating a pivot report. I really like how you can compare the months easier in that format. Finally, I appreciate your help in finding out who pays for the lights at the outdoor tennis courts by Green Tennis Center.

Please know that we are excited to have the new access and information your office has provided us with. I am very impressed with the customer service from your department and want to thank everyone again for your patience and information!”

Mary Austin
Associate Athletics Director-Compliance
University of MO Department of Athletics

Steve,

I recently received your letter in regard to EM’s online utility billing. I was able to successfully logon and had no problems accessing all of the information. Your program is impressive and it’s very user friendly.

Thanks,
Jeff

Jeff Atteberry
Manager, Business & Fiscal Operations
University of Missouri Research Reactor

Steve, I just finished accessing the Online Utility Billing website. It works great. I had no problem viewing the different options available. I do have one request, will you please add Cyndie Parks, Director of Records Management, to the list so she can also access the Online Utility Billing.

Thank you,
Linda

Linda Moritz
Records Management
2910 LeMone Industrial Blvd.
The last step was to make sure our customers were aware of energy related issues and how they affect them. With their monthly utility bills, our customers now receive an Energy Newsletter electronically in which we inform them of pertinent energy topics.
Benefits to the Campus Community

- **Energy conservation** – MU has actively pursued energy conservation since 1990. This program has proved to be very successful with cumulative savings of more than $24 million. Currently, the annual savings are more than $3.8 million and growing. Accurate energy data allows us to identify buildings where the best rate of return on our energy conservation investments can be realized and the success of our energy conservation project accurately measured. With access to their utility use, customers can also partner with Energy Management to identify and take corrective actions to eliminate energy waste.

- **Reduced staff time** – Once fully implemented, internal and external staff benefited by having readily accessible data. Customers can easily access and analyze their specific utility data on-line, virtually eliminating the need for Energy Management staff to develop customized reports. Customers also have on-line access to meter locations, funding codes and accounting percentages, further reducing the number of requests to Energy Management staff. In the past, some customers developed shadow systems requiring
manual data entry resulting in duplicated information. Now our customers can download their data directly to an Excel spreadsheet and manipulate it accurately and efficiently. This has helped our customers to reduce the time necessary to analyze utility data and prepare their annual budgets.

- **Increased accuracy** – Our utility customers very rarely question their utility bill because they have grown to trust our data. Through our ongoing communication efforts, customers also better understand how and why their utility bill changes.

- **Improved forecasting** - Energy Management also benefits by being able to accurately forecast campus energy use and the fuel necessary to meet these requirements.

- **Identifying and reducing system losses** - With the ability to accurately measure production versus building energy use, we can identify and correct distribution system losses, resulting in increased efficiency.

- **Helping the entire campus community** – We are stewards and builders of a priceless state resource. Our efforts must relate directly to MU’s mission of teaching, research and service to the public. With the ability to track, analyze and report utility data we can translate simple energy data from engineering units such as Kilowatts and British Thermal Units to more meaningful values better understood by the campus community and citizens of Missouri.
Following is an example of how we report our energy conservation savings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Savings (FY06)</td>
<td>$463,856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Savings (FY06)</td>
<td>$8,298,124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tons of CO2 Reduced</td>
<td>198,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent Cars Removed from the Highways</td>
<td>34,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent Acres of Trees</td>
<td>54,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent Degree Programs</td>
<td>6.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent FTE</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Tuition Savings per Student</td>
<td>$338</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, effectively measuring and managing utility data translates into more funds being available for MU to continue fulfilling its core academic and research missions.
Retrospect

After implementation of the utility enterprise model, we realized we had underestimated the need for a direct tie between operational, engineering, and fiscal staff. Initially, operational units were given the charge to install metering but didn’t have the global understanding of how their efforts impacted others. Fiscal staff didn’t understand some of the more complex concepts of metering, while the engineering staff didn’t realize the magnitude of distribution losses and how they effected the department.

Effectively managing a utility enterprise model requires knowledgeable staff and teamwork. Our innovative customer-centered utility billing and energy information system is one way the Energy Management team has gained the trust of the campus community.